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condary battery is capable of giving out under favora- charge, and fired, the only effect being to multiply the oid of the 12th magnitude. which takes rank as No. 
ble conditions. When we set aside the question of number of the back somersaults. 249. The newcomer has not yet been honored with a 
cost-and such questions do not rise in the construc- " This is very good indeed," said the officer. "I'm name. 
tion and operation of war material-sufficient power sorry to keep you waiting so long. I'll now load it up Dr. Palisa, of Vienna, has increased his voluminous 
in the shape of electrical energy can readily be had to the muzzle, and that will be the last of it." Fired record in the same'department by the discovery of as
to move a submarine vessel, and indeed to keep it under these conditions, it rose in the air, whirled teroid No. 248, and named it Lameia. The two latest 
moving for many hours. In such a vessel as that at around for a few moments, and then came down and comers of this rapidly increasing family were preceded 
Fort Lafayette, two complete and separate power bat- buried itself in the earth. After being dug up it was since the year commenced by the advent of three 
teries could be kept side by side in the hull, and when charged nearly up to the muzzle with powder and wad, others, five asteroids having thus far been picked up 
one is exhausted, the other could be turned on by and then spiked. The only result was that it rose higher in 1885. The year is neither fertile in asteroids nor 
simply moving a switch. So, too, with the lights; and in the air than before, spun around more rapidly, and comets, but none may foretell what wonders the re
when it is remembered that nine incandescence lights buried itself still de!lJler in the ground when it came maining three months of the year may produce. 
can be generated by expending one horse power per down. It had not even been chipped! PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE ORION NEBULA. 
hour, it is readily seen that all the light required "Is there anything else you'd like to put into it? " The late Professor H�mry Draper was the first to 
could be had for a mere song. The incandescence I demanded Mr. Edgar, it being now his turn to be succeed in obtaining a successful photograph of the 
light, too, is particularly fitted for submarine work or: ironical. famous nebula in Orion. Mr. Common, an English 
navigation, because, since there is no combustion, no I '.' No!" was the reply; '.' it beats �e:" Having thus astronomer, is interested in the same field of work. He 
air is required. Being in vacuo, it does not in any stumped the gun testmg authOrItIes, Mr. Edgar exhibited, at a recent meeting of the British Astrono
way affect the air save to throw off a small modicum brought his little gun back to New York in triumph. mical Society, a series of enlargements of photogr<tphs 
of heat, whereas the voltaic arc light requires a con- .. 4 • � .. of the Orion nebula, taken with different e'Xposures 
stant supply of air. THE DECLINE OF THE SAILOR. varying from a few minutes up to sixty minutes. With 

The plan of operating this unique vessel is to drop It is not so long ago that the test of a sailor's quali- the longer exposures, the outer and fainter portions of 
below the ,surface at long range after the coni pass fications as a man-of-war's man was the expertness with the nebula were shown, but the inner and brighter 
course has been ascertained. The strength of the cur- which he could hand, reef, and steer. He was given a portions were obscured by over-exposure. It was 
rents being known, the leeway is reckoned by dead trial aloft and alow, and then rated as a first-class sea- only by a combination of such pictures that the whole 
reckoning, and the monster brought within range of man, ordinary seaman, or landsman and lubber. All of the details visible :in the nebula could be studied. 
the enemy's hull. Then comes the attack. this is being rapidly changed by the appearance on the With the longer exposures, regions of the nebula in-

• '. , .. ocean of complicated collections of machinery protected visible to the eye with the telescope register them-
A HEAVY GUN THAT WILL NOT BURST, with heavy armor and called modern warships. When selves on the photographic plate. Mr. Common had 

Lying snugly housed near the point of Sandy Hook they engage the enemy, it is an artillery duel or pound- obtained, with an exposure of sixty minutes, traces of 
il5" � I!;p�at gnp, nel&r!y thirty feet long. It has been ing match at long range, and the lusty calls to prepare many stars invisible to the eye. He had not at present 
there for some time, and is an objecf of curiosity to all to receive hoarders .or for tpe pfkemen to advance are tested what could be obtained by still longer exposure. 
who visit the neighborhood. This gun was designed never heard The 'tr���pet no longercaiis'aloft to the Reliable photographs of the present condition of this 
in part by Mr. George Ed�ar, and is his property. nimble topmen, for scarce a sail remains. There is no wonder of the skies will be an inestimable gift to the 
MUllY thousands of dollars have been spent upon its running in and out of guns. When they are moved or astronomers of the future. 
construction and exhibition, but though a military loaded, it is by machinery. This is indeed a sad day .. , • , .. 
committee reported favorably upon it, no steps were for Jack. The man who coils rope against the sun, Meeting of the AlDerlcan Association. 

taken by the Governmeut toward purchasing thfl aud regards the bowsprit as a prolongatiou of the keel- This year's meetiug of the American Associatiou for 
pateuts taken out by its coustructors. The claims son, is ou the same plaue with him. The captains of the Advancemeut of Science was opened at Ann 
made for the gun refer exclusively to the breech, whi<lh the tops uow stand their watches iu the machiue shop Arbor, Michigan, August 27. Iu sectiou A, papers were 
is said to possess no little novelty and merit. or stoke hole, and the ship's yeomau is set to stir the heard ou subj'ects relating to the suu aud plauets and 

Not long ago Mr. Edgar visited Washingtou ou busi- duff pudding. It is bad euough to have to uavigate astronomical instruments. In section B, Professor S. 
ness connected with this gun. He was accompanied the seas in a teapot, as Jack calls the steamer, but now P. Langley, of Allegheny, opened with a paper on 
by an American mechanician and designer of guns, there is a tendency to build submarine warships, and "The Spectra of Some Sources of Invisible Heat," de
now employed by the Rnssian Government to conduct this will drain Jack's cup of sorrows to the lees. scribing experiments with a spectroscope which had 
their great gun works on the Neva. After a somewhat In the old days naval officers were expert navigators Qeen engaging his attention for the past two years, 
unsatisfactory visit to the War Depa,rtment, the two and nothing more, and their crews were sailors. To- which had led him to believe that. the wave length is 
were sitting in the cafe of the Ebbitt House, discussing day the officers must be scientists and the men me- greater than heretofore believed. Other papers were 
the chances of the adoption of the principle of the chanics. read on different phases of optics, E. S. Nichols clos-
big gun by the military authorities. • • • , • ing the first day with a paper on "The Chemical Be-

"They tell me," said Mr. Edgar, "that what they ASTRONOMICAL NOTES. havior of Iron in the Magnetic Field." 
want is a gun that won't explode; when they get such THE COMET OF 1858, In section C, papers on" Butter Crystallization," 
a one, they say they expect to have no trouble in find- or Tuttle's comet, which has been expected for a year, "Colorimetric Method for Estimation of Phosphorus' 
ing an easy working and efficient breech mechanism." [was first seen at Nice, France, on the 10th of August. in Iron and Steel," and a few other technical papers 

"Yes," replied his companion, "that' s what they are The news was quickly sent by cable message from were read. C. F. Mabery, of Cleveland, had a paper 
looking for all over the world." Kiel, Prussia, to Harvard College Observatory, and as on "The Electrical Furnace and the Reduction of the 

The two men sat silent for some time. quickly reported by telegraph through the United Oxides of Boron, Silicon, Aluminum, and other Metals 
Fiually, Mr. Edgar, in crossing his legs, kicked off States. This comet was first discovered by Mechain at by Carbon." 

the cover from an India rubber cuspidor. Like most Paris, on the 28th of January, 1790. Its periodicity, In section D, "Strength of Staybolts in Boilers," 
of these contrivances, this cover was made of hard rnb- however, was not established until after its second dis- "Universal Form of Pressure Motor," and" Use and 
bel' with beveled edges, the sides as they sloped to- covery by Tuttle of the Harvard College Observatory, Value of Accurate Standards for Surveyors' Chains," 
ward the hole in the center having a fall or decline of on the 4th of January, 1858. The period was deter- were the first papers considered by the section on 
about 30° from a plane. mined to be 13'78 years, and it passed its perihelion on mechanical science, and a committee reported as to 

Mr. Edgar observed this cover intently as it rolled, the 23d of February, 1858. It made its first recorded the best methods of teaching mechanical engineering. 
and gyrated about the marble floor. I return on time, being first seen at that return by In section E, Professor Alexander Winchell described 

Before it came to a dead stop he seized it with some- i Borelly at Marseilles, on the 12th of October, 1871, the geology of Ann Arbor, and the second paper was 
thing like precipitation, and with sparkling eyes ex- p assing its perihelion on the 2d of December of the on" The Lower Helderberg Period in New York." 
claimed to his companion, "I've got it ! " same year. The reappearance of this comet at the pre- L. E. Hicks, of Lincoln, Nebraska, had a paper on 

" Got what?" asked the latter languidly. sent time was confidently expected, and observers were "The Str'lcture and Relations of the Dakota Group," in 
"I've got the principle on which the non-bursting instructed t� make a close eXAmination of the north- which he gave an arithmetical statement of the strata 

gun can be constructed." eastern heavens during the absence of the moon in and their:composition in that region. A. H. Worthen, 
" Bah! " August jnst before morning twilight. of Springfield, Ill. , read a paper on the structure of 
Not heeding this expression of incredulity on the The search was successful, and the erratic visitor was the quaternary deposits of Illinois, and G. H. Gilhert, of 

part of his friend, a man, too, of great skill in metal picked up safe and sound, after its long journey of Washington, followed with lit discussion of "Postworking, Mr. Edgar gave such forcible reasons for be- 1 nearly fourteen years. It will rea<lh perihelion about Glacial Changes of Level in the Basin of Lake On
lie:ing a non-bu�st.ing �n could be constructed of a 

I' the 11th of September, and will therefore rank as the tario as observed in the Old Beach Outline of that 
serIes of plates SImIlar III form to the top of a rubber third comet, or comet c of 1885. Encke's comet, hav- Lake." Professor Alexander Winchell, of Michigan 
cuspidor, that he was compelled to admit that there ing passed its perihelion in March, stands on the University, discussed sources of trend and crustal sur-
was something in the idea. records as comet a, and Barnard's comet takes its place pulsages in mountain structure. . 

Returning to New York city, Mr. Edgar at once set as comet b. The comet's place When found was in In section F, papers were read on " Cross Fertilto work to make a gun on the plan suggested by the Gemini, and it rose about 2 o'<llock in the morning. Its ization,"" Germination," "Influence of Cocaine and 
incident in the Ebbitt House cafe. distance from the earth was 1'91 in terms of the earth's Atropine on the Organs of Circulation." Professor C. 

This experimental gun is four feet long, and com- mean distance from the sun. The distancf' is diminish- V. Riley had papers on the" Song Notes of the Periodi
posed throughout its whole extent of corrugated plates ing and the brightness should be increasing, but is not cal Locusts, and how they are produced" and" Some 
of Russian iron. At its completion, he took it up to up to the standard of its first aspect when seen in 1871. Popular Fallacies and New Facts Regarding the Sev-
West Point, which, he had been told in Washing- BARNARD'S COMET, enteen Year Locusts." J. C. Arthur, of Geneva, N. Y. , 
ton, was one of the Government testing points for advanced proof that bacteria are the direct cause of the 
guns. or comet a, has been extensively observed in Europe. disease in trees known as "pear blight." The " Me-

On his arrival at the works, and mentiolling the fact It was seen at Kiel on the. 10th of July; at Arcetri chanical Injury of Trees by Cold" was treated by J. 
tha�e had a new gun with him, he was told that the (Florence), Vienna, and Strasbourg on the 11th of July; J. Burrill, of Champaign, Ill. and at Rome and Palermo on the 12th of July. It is nnr er of new guns constantly appearing was legion. • •• I • 

" The trouble with all of them," said the officer, "is receding from the earth, and becoming gradually 
A SIIDpIe Metllod Of FIxing Crayon Drawings on 

that they burst too readily. What kind of a test do fainter. Its perihelion passage takes place on the 25th Paper. 

you want us to put yonI' gun to ?" he added. of September, when the comet's distance from the sun Prof. F. P. Dunnington, University of Virginia, says: will be 2'295 in terms of the earth's mean distance. The . 
1 t d '  d " Why," replied Mr. Edgar, "I would like to have It is frequently desnab e 0 preserve rawmgs rna e 

vou burst it. " comet seems to possess little to commend it to notice, on the blackboard for purposes of class illustration. �" Certainly," said the officer, with something like its only claim being that thu� far it is the only cometic . All such drawings may be readily made with colored Prize of the year. The other two comets are old . d d th fi d b ' sal' sm in his voice. "We're always glad to accom- crayons upon unslze paper, an en xe y passmg friends, returning to make their periodical visits. th th h b th f d'l t . h . t· moda entlemen with new guns." e paper roug a a 0 I U e varms , conSIS mg 
The gun was now taken behind a hill, a double ASTEROIDS. of one part dam mar varnish and twenty-five parts 

charge of powder introduced, and fired with a time Prof

,

essor Peters, of Clinton, has added to the laurels 1 0f spirits of turpentine. The paper is then ltllow� to 
fuse . It turned two or three back somersaults, but re- he has already won in the same department of investi- dry over night, and may be handled and rubbed Wlth
ID'\ined iritact. It was now loaded with a. quadruple \ gation, by discovering on the 16th of August an aster- out blurring the drawing. 
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